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VISIBLE – AT LAST!

SHOWING THE FLAG

Heretaunga’s outside signage has been very professional
but rather inconspicuous, so the Directors, in conjunction
with the Brown Webb Richardson Ltd, commissioned
local firm “Doug Potts Signs” to come up with an
acceptable solution. They did, and we’re all delighted
with the new, very visable, yet distinctive result. People
looking for “Heretaunga” will now have no difficulty in
finding us.

Our sponsorship of the Ramblers Cycling Club with its
300-plus members has given us new opportunities to
promote the Heretaunga name out in the community.
The Heretaunga logo is featured on each cyclist’s shirt,
and their support vehicle also carries our name. To add
to this, thanks to the initiative of Chairman Jim, we now
have a large, advertising flag that can be displayed at
theirs and other functions.

HOLE IN ONE
AT OUR SPONSORED HOLE
Hastings Golf Club member, Steve Dunworth, played
the perfect shot at Bridge Pa’s 13th hole in August and
won $250 for himself and $250 for the Club’s Junior
Golf programme. His feat will be featured in the
club’s newsletter, all good publicity for the Heretaunga
Building Society.

CAUGHT ON CANDID CAMERA
Annual General Meetings aren’t everybody’s cup of tea,
so Directors are always grateful for the loyal support of
the “faithful few”.

Neville Norwell and Mark Morgan give their smiling
approval to the new advertising flag.

APPOINTED FOR
A FURTHER TERM
Members attending the Annual General Meeting in July
unanimously re-elected Directors Neville Norwell and
Mark Morgan to serve a further term. The Society is
fortunate indeed to have two such highly qualified and
practical professionals on the directorate.

WIN PETROL VOUCHERS
Pictured above are two of them – Sandra Duthie
and Hugh van Asch. Sandra was, for many years,
Heretaunga’s administrator while Hugh is the son of our
much respected former Chairman, the late Piet van Asch.

Three more Heretaunga members were able to fill up their
cars for free – well, almost – after the computer brought
up their names in our “Lucky Customer” monthly draw
for $100 worth of petrol coupons. All our members are
automatically in the monthly draw, and you could be one
of the next lucky winners. Good luck!
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